
WRITING A COMPANY POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL

Here are some best practices for writing policies and procedures. and procedures play a large role in creating the culture
of your company or.

Essentially, they are the steps your employees need to take to adhere to your policies. You also may want to
add new headings or sections that pertain to your industry. Most changes will not require you to publish a new
manual, but you will need to make updates and amendments when appropriate. Here are a few ideas of what to
include. Remember, policies do not just provide restrictions; they can offer freedom. If you want to lead your
organization well, writing effective policies and procedures is a great first step. Strict vacation policies Be
careful with "use it or lose it" vacation policies. This section gives your staff direction on what to do in the
event of a natural or man-made emergency. Depending on your organization, this section gives details on
hours, salary, vacation time, sick leave, benefits, and retirement. Company philosophies are often established
over time and often over the course of trial and error. It is a term for the basic beliefs by which a company
runs. Instead, you can maintain consistency in disciplinary issues by specifying in the manual that violation of
any company policy can lead to disciplinary measures up to, and including, termination of employment.
Health and Safety. What value do we offer? However, not many employers are aware that a policy imposing a
maximum amount of time on this leave such as three months can cause legal problems. Stationery and forms.
The Forward can be in the form of a letter from your company president, and it should clearly describe the
company's philosophy and objectives. Some companies, such as those in the banking industry, for example,
are steeped in regulations and policies and, therefore, need a large amount of policies and procedures.
Although these forms and templates can give you a good head start, they are not customized for your
particular business, or even your particular industry. The description should include duties, decision-making
authority, and supervisory responsibilities. Keep in mind that getting these foundational pieces in order ahead
of time can prevent more work for you and your team in the long run. Lack of acknowledgment It is not
enough to just hand the manual over to a new employee and hope for the best. This page would include a brief
statement and a place for the employee's signature and date to verify that the employee has read the manual,
agrees to abide by the policies and understands the procedures. Using a strict legal definition for harassment
policy restricts an employer's ability to put a stop to inappropriate behavior before it goes any further. The
ADA requires a flexible leave policy that takes into consideration an evaluation of each individual case.
Deductions and reimbursements Policies that state that salary advances or loans will be deducted from an
employee's final paycheck violate some states' laws. As the framework for your daily operations and a
reflection of your values, your policies help guide your employees into success through compliance. Many of
them decide to stay. Companies are increasingly paying attention to bullying behavior as a serious issue and
beginning to adopt policies in this area as well.


